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Section 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 Security of computing machines and networks are increasing in importance as more 
and more business is conducted via these systems. Despite decades of research and 
experience, we are still unable to make secure computer systems or even manufacture ways 
to measure a computer system’s level of security. The automation of exploit scripts and 
massive global scanning for vulnerabilities enable adversaries to compromise computer 
systems shortly after vulnerabilities become known. One way we can strengthen our 
defenses against these scans and exploit scripts is to learn from our adversaries by deploying 
and monitoring computer systems on a network that we expect to be broken into. These 
machines or systems we manufacture to be broken into are called Honeypots. When studying 
our adversaries we need to monitor and log every connection attempt to these machines and 
the known vulnerabilities present in our deployments.  A low interaction Honeypot only 
simulates specific parts of a host (such as running server services and the TCP/IP stack). A 
high-interaction Honeypot simulates all aspects of an operating system. The high-interaction 
Honeypot is more likely to be compromised completely, with a serious side affect. If an 
adversary could gain full access to the system and use it to launch further networks attacks 
(such as denial of service against another host), the owner may be liable for any damages the 
high interaction Honeypot has done. Therefore a high-interaction Honeypot requires a 
significant amount of time for close monitoring of the logs and the state of the machine, as 
well as tools used to compromise the Honeypot. 
 

This paper will discuss in detail what a honeypot is, and how some are commonly 
deployed.  Additionally, reviews of the two major concerns for deployment are covered: data 
capture and data analysis.  Finally, we present details and outcomes of a number of 
honeypots designed and deployed by the authors.  These honeypots offer original research 
on the exact nature of the internet’s threat environment, as well as some fascinating insights 
into potential motives and strategies of computer intruders. 
 
What is a Honeypot? 
 
 A Honeypot can be characterized as a closely monitored network decoy serving 
several purposes. Honeypots can be set up to run any type of operating system and any 
number of services. The value of a Honeypot is directly proportional to the amount and type 
of information we can successfully obtain from it. Aside from information gathering, a 
Honeypot has the capabilities of distracting adversaries from more valuable machines on a 
network, and can provide early warning signs about a new type of attack or exploitation 
trends, and allows in-depth examination of adversaries during or after exploitation of a host. 
Another function that a Honeypot allows is the capturing the keystrokes typed by an 
adversary attempting to compromise the Honeypot – this provides particularly interesting 
insight if an intruder uses the compromised host as an IRC chat server. Two levels of 
Honeypots are described as low interaction and high-interaction.  
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 Their currently exist two types of Honeypots: a physical Honeypot which is a real 
machine with its own IP address, and a virtual Honeypot which is simulated by another 
machine that responds to network traffic. Physical Honeypots are often labeled as high-
interaction because the system can be completely compromised and are resource expensive 
to install and maintain. For example - if you wanted to implement physical Honeypots for a 
certain range of IPs on your LAN you would have to build a separate instance of a 
Honeypot for each physical IP address.  Virtual Honeypots are often labeled as low 
interaction because of the low implementation and maintenance costs. A virtual Honeypot 
can simulate multiple Operating Systems, services and a separate TCP/IP stack for each 
instance of a Honeypot on that one machine. Honeyd is an example of a virtual honeypot 
service; simulating the TCP/IP stack of multiple target operating systems in order to fool 
TCP/IP stack fingerprinting by tools like Nmap and Xprobe. Virtual Honeypots are used 
more often than physical Honeypots because they require fewer computer systems, which in 
turn reduces maintenance costs, and also allows for a greater variety of hosts to be deployed 
and observed. 
 
Information Capturing Mechanisms 
 
 Capturing data on a system designed for compromise must be done in a fashion that 
allows for significant analysis of activity, yet is un-obtrusive and transparent to the 
individual(s) who are compromising the Honeypot.  Data can be captured at three distinct 
points, all offering their own benefits and drawbacks: 
 

 Host-based:  Data capture on the compromised host allows the greatest potential 
to log incoming and outgoing connections, commands entered on the host via the 
command line, and snapshots of running processes.  Unfortunately, this method also 
presents the greatest risk.  An intruder will often look for any logs and/or security 
tools, and attempt to disable them in order to conceal their presence.  This being the 
case, data capture could be halted or modified, thus tainting the results of our 
experiment.  Examples of tools used to log activity on a Honeypot are the operating 
system’s system log (typically the first target of an intruder), any intrusion detection 
system with packet capture ability, such as Snort, or a packet capture and analysis 
tool such as Ethereal, both discussed below. 

 
 Network-based:  A safer, but more complex solution to data capture involves the 

Honeypot clandestinely logging activity and sending it to a remote server for further 
analysis.  This solution allows us to archive the data collected by the Honeypot on a 
remote machine.  We assume this server to be hardened against attack, as the 
intruder may notice a data stream leaving the Honeypot, and attempt to disable the 
collection mechanism.  Using tools such as Sebek1, we can effectively hide a data 
capture service on the Honeypot, and collect data on a remote server via a UDP 
connection.  Sebek records the activity of the intruder and covertly sends it to a 
gateway, server within the network, or server elsewhere on the internet. 

                                                 
1 Sebek Homepage: http://project.honeynet.org/tools/sebek/ 
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 Router/Gateway-based:  The final common method used for data collection is at 

the actual gateway, router or firewall level of the network.  As a gateway moves all 
data between the hosts on a network and the internet, we have the opportunity to 
log all connections and data moving from the internet to our Honeypot(s).  This 
offers a slight increase in risk over the Sebek solution described above, as a gateway 
is typically not hidden in a network, and itself becomes a target for attack.  
Additionally, this is a more hardware intensive solution, as you require a server to act 
in a gateway role.  Many small-scale or home gateways do not offer significant 
logging capabilities, and cannot be used in this role. 

 
Without robust data-capture techniques, the validity of information gathered from the 

host machines is greatly reduced.  One of the main goals of defensive information warfare is 
to understand your opponent – the capture and analysis of this data is the method with 
which we begin to accomplish this. 
 

Information Analysis Mechanisms 
 
 Honeypots are extremely effective at containing and capturing blackhat activity. The 
true potential of a Honeypot is unfulfilled unless this data is turned into useful information. 
A process for capturing the data and converting it into the tools, tactics, and motives of 
blackhats must be in place.2 This process is called data analysis. During our Honeypot trials 
we have found that this process to the most challenging and time consuming part of our 
project. In the next few paragraphs I am going to review some of the successful methods 
and techniques that we used and other practitioners over the years. 
  
Firewall Logs 
 Firewalls can be useful in analyzing the incoming and outgoing connections from 
your Honeypot. Any network traffic going in and coming out of your Honeypot should be 
labeled as suspicious or malicious in nature. However the logged traffic from your firewall 
can be tedious to parse through and gather intelligence from. Depending upon the type of 

                                                 
2 Know Your Enemy “Revealing The Security Tools, Tactics, and Motives of the Blackhat Community” 
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firewall you may be using for your Honeypot project, some firewalls allow the functionality 
of sending alerts via email on predefined suspicious connections from your firewall, which 
can decrease the amount of data you have to parse through and make your life easier. For 
example you may configure your firewall to send an alert when your Honeypot attempts to 
establish an outbound FTP connection. As we know this kind of signature outbound 
connection is often associated with the case that the Honeypot has been compromised and 
the attacker is now trying to establish an outbound connection.  
 
IDS Analysis 
 Intrusion Detection Systems like Snort provides its users with basic sources of 
information and also depending upon the console you are using with your IDS it has the 
capability grouping similar types of alerts, types of network traffic, and grouping events in 
chronological order or even characterizing a group of events as unique alerts.  
 
 The three basic sources of information an IDS provides it user are the following: 
IDS alerts when suspicious activity has been triggered by a signature, captures packets of the 
stored suspicious activity and finally Snort logs ASCII sessions or the ASCII data detected in 
the packet payload. For our Honeypot trials these three sources of information proved to be 
useful and were stored on our data capture/store machine. This was accomplished by 
configuring the data store machine to log any suspicious activity coming in or going out of 
the Honeypot. An important note when analyzing the information provided from the Snort 
logs is to also compare the Snort logs against the firewall logs to add layers of confidence 
from any conclusions being made from the logs. In our case we compared our Snort logs to 
the logs from our router to gain intelligence on time of possible backdoor attacks or time of 
compromise of the Honeypot. Generally when an attacker compromised our Honeypot, the 
attacker tried to establish an outbound connection which was easily noticed.   
 A useful tool that can be used to capture IRC traffic is a tool called privmsg.pl . Max 
Vision developed this tool that quickly and efficiently extracts critical information from IRC 
chat sessions.  IRC or Internet Relay Chat is often used for hackers to communicate between 
one another during their attempts to compromise machines, therefore you should seriously 
think about trying to log any IRC traffic that be coming in or out of your Honeypot. 
Although we were not fortunate enough to log any kind of IRC traffic it is still an important 
piece for better understanding attacker’s motives and next moves.  
 
System Logs 
 All system activity on your Honeypot is logged locally to a syslog file depending 
upon the types of Operating Systems you may choose to use for your Honeypot. Systems 
like UNIX, versions of Microsoft Windows, and a few other Operating Systems have the 
capability of logging all system activity on the local machine remotely from another machine. 
This capability is very useful when trying to find how an attacker gained access to your 
Honeypot, where the attack was coming from, types of system activity that may be 
suspicious such as reboots, services being stopped or started, and accounts being disabled or 
created. Also since this system activity is being logged remotely we can compare the syslogs 
of the Honeypot against the remote server to discover if the attacker may of deleted or 
modified the syslog file on the local Honeypot machine. Also as I said above the information 
we gather from the syslog can be used to compare against other logged information from 
our Firewall and IDS.  
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Forensics of the Compromised Machine 
 Forensics is another technique that allows us to do a far more detailed analysis of the 
compromised Honeypot machine. We can recover processes, files, or even tools that blackhat 
may have used to compromise the machine, allowing us to rebuild user activity or identify 
activity that other analysis methods may have missed.2 In order to perform forensics on the 
Honeypot we have to have copies of the Operating System image to be used as a 
comparison tool when we start the recover process. A common way to make byte-by-byte 
copies of the Honeypot Operating System during its lifetime is to use a common command 
line tool called NetCat. Copying the image of the Honeypot is done first by creating an 
instance of NetCat listening on a trusted system. For example the following command to get 
an instance of NetCat listening on a certain port is nc –l –p 5000 > honeypot.hda1.dd. 
Basically what this does is that it opens the port (5000) on the trusted system for listening 
and anything sent to that port will be piped out to the file honeypot.hda1.dd. Once the 
trusted system is listening then you can copy a partition from the compromised system and 
send it to the listening trusted system by the following command /partition/nc 
trusted_system 5000 –w 3.  
 
Advanced Forensics of the Compromised Machine  
 As I said above data recovery is a crucial part of analyzing the activity of the 
Honeypot. If the Honeypot had been compromised by an attacker then there is a good 
chance that the attacker may have deleted some vital information that could be of 
importance if recovered. Often hackers will try to cover up their tracks after exploiting a 
machine by deleting files that they may have created to gain access or deleting files that may 
in fact incriminate the attacker if these files were found. Therefore it is important to have a 
method of recovering deleted files in your arsenal of tools. A tool by the name of icat has the 
capability of recovering once deleted files. Also an advanced option called unrm takes a given 
partition and gives you all of the deleted space from that partition for further analysis.  
  
Deployment Procedures 
 Deploying a physical Honeypot can be very time intensive and expensive as different 
operating systems may require specialized hardware.  Additionally, every Honeypot requires 
its own physical system and numerous configuration settings. Below are some generalized 
steps used to deploy a basic Honeypot. These steps are specific to the authors’ situations - 
they are based on our experiences and the types network devices, tools and software 
applications available for our research.  
 
Select Hardware for the Host 

The first step for deploying a Honeypot is finding a machine that you are willing to 
sacrifice for the cause of being exploited, hacked and potentially purged of all data.  This can 
be any computer capable of running the software for data capture and control.  

 
Operating System Installation 

The second step includes either making the necessary modifications to the current 
Operating System or performing a clean installation of a base operating system onto the 
machine.  A clean installation of your target operating system offers the best method of 
controlling what vulnerabilities exist in the soon to be deployed host. 
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 If you decide to keep the current operating system settings you should be aware of 

the dangers of someone exploiting this machine while it is configured as a Honeypot 
and released into the wild. For example: sensitive information about you or someone 
else may be stored on the machine - this information may be corrupted, deleted, or 
stolen during its lifetime as a Honeypot.  If you have chosen to keep the current 
operating system configuration you may want to perform additional configurations 
to the machine in order to attract malicious traffic. Some common procedures to 
make your Honeypot more attractive and susceptible include opening known 
vulnerable ports, starting known vulnerable services, creating network shared drives, 
using weak passwords and usernames (if any!), and disable antivirus or firewall 
software.  
 

 If you decide to perform a disk wipe (format) and clean installation of the operating 
system your flexibility and range of options increase for the Honeypot. You won’t 
have to worry about the disclosure of any sensitive information previously stored on 
the host’s hard drive that the attacker may disclose if he or she gains access. If you 
decide to go down this path then some of the common tools you may need include 
the following: a common disk wipe utility such as WIPE, boot disk to create 
partitions and repartition your wiped hard drive, operating system installation disks, 
and any other software or applications you prefer to put on the machine.  Keep in 
mind additional software packages may include vulnerabilities useful to a potential 
intruder. 

 
Network Architecture 

Step three involves determining strategic network architecture designed to capture, 
log, and prevent unauthorized access to other machines on your LAN, as well as capture 
data to analyze.  You want to strategically place and connect your network devices so that 
there are defined areas of your network where intruder traffic is expected and where intruder 
traffic is not allowed. You can accomplish this by configuring network devices involved 
(such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems, other local machines, cable modems or DSL, 
and the data capture host). Next we examine a sample setup used in common honeypots. 
Given below are two sample network architecture setups we used in are Honeypot trials.  
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Alerts and Intrusion Detection: Ethereal and Snort IDS 

Fourth, determine how you are going to check, log, and receive alerts when your 
Honeypot is experiencing malicious activity such as port scans, connecting to network shares, 
or other malicious network traffic signatures (these are defined by the intrusion detection 
system – IDS – more on this later) and closely monitor the activity of the Honeypot. Our 
Honeypot trials used a combination of Ethereal 3and Snort4 to filter, log, detect, and alert 
when malicious activity was occurring on the Honeypot. Snort and Ethereal are free 
programs that are readily available the internet. Installing Ethereal is straight forward; Snort 
may be a little trickier for some. For full traffic analysis, we recommend installing the whole 
Snort/ACID reporting suite. The entire package is available for download, with installation 
documentation at www.winSnort.com. Configuring Ethereal to monitor the network traffic 
coming in and out of your Honeypot is a fairly easy process.  The below diagram shows a 
how you can configure a simple filter in Ethereal to monitor a single host.  

 

                                                 
3 Ethereal Network Analyzer – www.ethereal.com 
4 Snort IDS – www.snort.org 
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Graphic 1: The IP address listed in the filter line will simply restrict packet capture to the host you specify. 

 
Configuring Snort to monitor the network traffic coming in and out of your 

Honeypot is fairly simple compared to configuring the entire Snort rule set.  Please note the 
activity of configuring this IDS should not be undertaken without knowledge of the Snort 
rule options. Below is a modification to the variable HOME_NET. The HOME_NET 
variable is used to assign what is going to be the home, Honeypot, or internal IP address or 
IP address range, and is found in the Snort.CONF configuration file. It is necessary to 
configure Snort’s HOME_NET to the honeypot host so Snort can tell the difference 
between normal LAN traffic and what should be monitored.  

 
var HOME_NET [192.168.xxx.xxx/16] 

 
Snort has an enormous amount of rules you may want to cut down, add, or modify 

in order to decrease the amount of false positives and output being produced. Below is a 
sample of some of the defined Snort rules. The two rules below belong to the scan.txt rule 
set: 
 
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET 10101 -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN myscan"; 
 stateless; ttl: >220; ack: 0; flags: S;reference:arachnids,439;  
 classtype:attempted-recon; sid:613; rev:2;) 
 
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 113 (msg:"SCAN ident version 
 request"; flow:to_server,established; content: "VERSION|0A|";  
 depth: 16;reference:arachnids,303; classtype:attempted-  
 recon; sid:616; rev:3;) 
 

To describe in detail how to install and configure the IDS is beyond the scope of this 
paper.  Rather, we have provided a detailed listing of the Snort IDS configuration used in 
our deployments in appendix C.  The final step for creating a Honeypot is turn it loose and 
start watching the logs and alerts! You can save network traffic logs to a file; Snort will 
automatically save the alerts to its SQL database, if so configured.  
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Section 2 
 

Honeypot Practicum 
 

Efficient defense of your network depends on a proactive strategy to deal with 
attacks not as they appear, but to structure your deployments in a way that affords you a 
significant advantage against increasing and changing attacks.  To learn from our opponents, 
we need to clear away any assumptions we may have about the initial security of our systems.  
Truly, to view the opponent “in the wild” we must simply structure a situation not 
uncommonly found for an actual production system, record events, and perform forensic 
analysis to understand the chain of events to the compromise. 

 
To increase situational awareness of security vulnerabilities and activities of intruders, 

we’ve created and monitored a variety of Honeypots in late February, 2004.  As detailed 
below, these Honeypots are exposed to the internet using common DSL and cable modem 
connections, as well as popular Microsoft Windows operating systems.  Due to small scale of 
these Honeypots, and to avoid data overload, only one machine was allowed exposure until 
compromised, then removed from the network.  Although more time may prove useful for 
watching the activities of the attackers post-compromise, we find the possibility of allowing 
our Honeypots to be used for malicious activity against another host too great a risk to leave 
them under control of someone else. 

 
Different levels of security are required for different systems, and as such different 

definitions of ‘compromise’ apply to these systems.  For our experiments we consider a 
compromise will be defined as a Honeypot attempting a connection to another computer 
without our intervention, automated scanning of network topology, or any other network 
function not explicitly requested by the legitimate operator of the computer.  Data theft need 
not apply, as no significant data will be stored on these hosts. 

  
Data Significant for Analysis 
 
 What data is significant to watch for when exposing a computer to the internet?  If 
we log every packet and connection, we can, at a later time, revisit this information to extract 
the nature of our security risks and actions of our opponents.  More specifically, we’ve 
watched for the following information: 
 

 Time to compromise: Every security professional has an opinion or statistic relating 
to the time it takes to compromise an insecure network host.  We’ve seen few hard 
facts on some of these numbers, and will be watching our Honeypots’ logs to record 
the time between placing the vulnerable machine on the internet and recording a 
compromise. 

 
 Type of compromise: Threats come in many flavors – worms, scans to map network 

topology, malicious individuals actively attempting to access a computer.  Different 
configurations of Honeypots will expose different weaknesses to these very risks, so 
we’ve captured the methods of compromise with each change of configuration. 
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After a brief summary of our hardware architecture, we will present the specific software 
systems used in each Honeypot (including operating systems, significant known 
vulnerabilities, and methods of data capture and analysis), and extrapolation of the motives 
and methods behind each compromise. 

 
Hardware Architecture  
 

While home PCs become less expensive, and applications such as email, multimedia, 
and research have increased the home their visibility, individuals and families are increasingly 
purchasing off-the-shelf PCs and connecting to the internet.  More than half of the nation is 
now online.  In September 2001, 143 million Americans (about 54 percent of the 
population) were using the Internet — an increase of 26 million in 13 months.  In 
September 2001, 174 million people (or 66 percent of the population) in the United States 
used computers5.  This is significant, as we can see in the upcoming compromises how the 
vast pool of home and small office machines on the internet may present a welcoming 
environment to spurious network intruders. 

 
With this in mind, three computers were used as the hosts of our Honeypots, each 

type being commonplace in a home or small office.  Each host was based off of either an 
Intel or AMD processor, and connected to the internet via a home networking gateway, 
which in turn was connected to a broadband cable or DSL connection.  Each gateway was 
granted a single IP address from the ISP, and used network address translation to share 
internet access among various PCs.  As mentioned above, only a single Honeypot was 
exposed at once, via the DMZ6 function on the gateway. 

 
 
 

Device Use Notes 
Linksys BEFSR41 Gateway Consumer 4-port fast Ethernet switch/WAN uplink via DSL 

connection 
Microsoft 520 AP Gateway Consumer 802.11b wireless AP, 4-port Ethernet 

switch/WAN uplink via cable modem 
Compaq Armada Host 233MHz Pentium, 3GB storage, connected via 10Base-T 

Ethernet 
AMD Custom PC Host 1.67GHz Athlon, 30GB stroage, connected via 100Base-T 

Ethernet 
Intel Custom PC Host 233MHz Pentium, 1.5GB storage, connected via 

100Base-T Ethernet 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5 National Telecommunications and Information Administration, “A Nation Online: How 
Americans are Expanding Their Use of the Internet”, December 2002. 
6 DMZ: Short for demilitarized zone, a computer or small sub-network that sits between a trusted 
internal network, such as a corporate private LAN, and an un-trusted external network, such as the 
public Internet. (from Webopedia.com) 
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Software Architecture 
 
 Considering the critical nature of capturing and analyzing data from our Honeypots, 
a robust reporting system was established to gather and store relevant data.  Although the 
majority of our data analysis was done via viewing actual packet dumps from the 
compromised machines, the Snort IDS and ACID reporting suite were used to give us a 
general overview of the threat environment in which we were deploying. 

IIS/Apache 
HTTP ServerSQL Database

Intrusion Detection 
System

ACID Reporting Suite
(Inc. ADODB, PHPLot, JPGraph)

Alert

Security 
Professional

Dynamic 
Reports

3

2

1

4

5

6

8

-Suspicious event occurs on network/host; logged by Snort IDS

-Snort sends alert and event data to remote SQL database for collection

-Security Professional makes request to view alert/event data

-HTTP server makes request for specific data via PHP-based ADODB

-ADODB make request to SQL database for data

-SQL database responds with requested data

-ACID suite formats data to reports and charts using PHPLot and JPGraph

-HTTP server delivers dynamic reports to user

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8  

As detailed in the software data flow above, Snort analyses incoming and outgoing 
traffic for known signatures which may indicate malicious activity on your network.  When 
an alert is generated by the Snort IDS it is recorded in a MySQL database running on a 
remote server.  When necessary, the user of this system can view statistics on overall traffic 
and any alerts resulting from that traffic.  Upon request, we can view the details of alerts, 
including source and destination addresses and payloads. 
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Details and Results 
 
Host: Compaq Armada Laptop Operating System: Windows 98 Second Ed. 
Gateway: Linksys  Address: 141.151.145.247 Date: 22-Feb-2004 
 

The first Honeypot, deployed just before midnight, 22-Feb-2004, running a “vanilla” 
installation of Windows 98 Second Edition (version 4.10.2222A), was expected to be 
compromised in a very short period of time.   
 
Software Inventory: No patches were applied to the operating system post-install, nor was 
a firewall, virus scanner, or other security tool installed.  No server services were running 
(such as an FTP or HTTP server).  The only software installed was a clean installation of 
Microsoft Office 2000, to create a more believable environment. 
 
Data Collection and Analysis:  Snort IDS was used record all activity of incoming and 
outgoing connections.  Additionally, the connection logging functions of the Linksy’s 
gateway recorded all connections made to the Honeypot. 
 
Obvious Vulnerability: The root of the host’s hard-drive was open and shared via 
Microsoft’s NetBIOS protocol.  The full read/write access password was set null, so no 
work would need to be done to fully compromise the host.  This deployment was truly a 
sacrifice to increase our body of knowledge on hackers! 
 
Initial Observations: Almost immediately after exposing the Honeypot to the internet, we 
received our first port scans - 206.204.10.210 probing TCP port 1080, followed shortly by 
the SQL “Slammer” worm at 212.123.180.51. 
 
Compromise: The Honeypot was finally compromised by the “Opaserv” worm.  
W32.Opaserv.Worm is a network-aware worm that attempts to replicate across open 
network shares7, which could be entirely expected since this is directly related to the most 
obvious vulnerability noted above.  The compromise this worm bases it’s propagation on is 
known as the “Share Level Password” vulnerability, specific to Windows 95/98/ME 
operating systems, allowing someone access to shared storage resources on a computer 
without having to know the full password of that resource.  After the worm compromises a 
host, it scans through the local area network (if any) attempting to locate other computers 
with open share via NetBIOS to compromise.  When complete, it begins to scan random IP 
address on the internet for further compromise. 
 

After compromise, the worm did attempt to make numerous connections to outside 
IP addresses.   Specifically, the Honeypot attempted to connect to 61 unique IP addresses 
between 1:30am and 7:00am.  A report from Symantec’s on-line virus scanning tool, as well 
as the IDS log is available in appendix A. 

 
 

                                                 
7 Symantec Security Response, “W32.Opaserv.Worm”, 
http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.opaserv.worm.html 
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Host: AMD Custom PC Operating System: Windows XP Professional 
Gateway: Linksys  Address: 68.162.155.146 Date: 23-Feb-2004 
 

The second Honeypot deployed used the more recent Windows XP Professional 
operating system, and ran on a more modern computer, which allowed for greater data 
capture and understanding of new threats.  Deployed just before midnight, 23-Feb-2004, this 
machine remained on the network for over nine hours.  The main goal of this Honeypot is 
to gather baseline information on the amount of probes, pings, and other traffic coming 
across the machine.  With this information we can better understand the next deployment. 
 
Software Inventory: Windows XP Professional, no installed patches after clean install.  
Microsoft Office 2000 was again installed to make the PC seem as if it were owned by an 
average user. 
 
Data Collection and Analysis: Snort IDS was again used to generate alerts and log 
suspicious traffic.  Additionally, Ethereal network analyzer was used to inspect all packet 
traffic and contents, and TCPView was used to monitor connections to and from the 
Honeypot. 
 
Obvious Vulnerability: NetBIOS file and print sharing was installed, but sharing 
functionality was not explicitly closed off to the outside network; this will allow an external 
user to create a null connection to the computer.  Under Windows XP this opens a number 
of paths an intruder may take.  Finally, the famous RPC vulnerability exists in this version of 
Windows, and has not been patched. 
 
Initial Observations: Shortly after connecting the Honeypot to the internet via the DMZ 
host setting on the Linksys gateway, our first visitor knocked on our door: the SQL 
“Slammer” worm, attempting a connection on port 1434, from a host at 211.99.203.80.  
Additionally, a number of SYN packets were being sent to the computer from multiple IP 
addresses, pointing to SYN “Stealth” scans, attempting to enumerate the network and/or 
computer. 
 
Compromise: After 5,242 packets traveled to and from the Honeypot (almost 1MB of data, 
with no user interaction), the most common activity was enumeration of the host via 
NetBIOS scans.  This, in and of itself, is not a compromise, but gives a potential intruder a 
wealth of information.  Names of Ethernet adaptors, platform ID, shares, drives, open 
network sessions, and potentially services running.   
 

Why do this?  From an information warfare perspective this is the equivalent of 
laying out your computer’s setup and registry details for examination.  This is obviously 
something that doesn’t fit into a plan of strategic network defense. 
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Chart 1: Typical “Background Noise” on the Network 

 
The above snapshot shows typical traffic consisting of NetBIOS session requests 

and name queries, ping requests, and SYN scans.  After a complete review of the scans (and 
luckily no specific compromise) we were able to establish a baseline of probes coming to this 
system.  We can now filter out this ‘background noise’ to extrapolate any significant events 
taking place during the next Honeypot deployment. 
 
Host: AMD Custom PC Operating System: Windows XP Professional 
Gateway: None  Address: 68.162.175.216 Date: 25-Feb-2004 
 

For this Honeypot, we stepped back the defenses one more time to expose the host 
directly to the internet – no gateway. 
 
Software Inventory: Windows XP Professional was again used, but this time the Microsoft 
JVM was downloaded and installed, in addition to Microsoft Office 2000. 
 
Data Collection and Analysis: Logging was done with Snort IDS and Ethereal. 
 
Obvious Vulnerability: Same setup as the previous Honeypot, including the RPC 
vulnerability that made headlines in the summer of 2003 with the MS-Blaster worm. 
 
Initial Observations: One of the most interesting captures we’ve had, this Honeypot seems 
to have had a denial of service attack launched against it.  Eighteen minutes into the run the 
host 141.158.116.239 (most likely spoofed) begins to pound the Honeypot on TCP ports 
4984-4987 with SYN packets.  This continues for two hours and nineteen minutes, at which 
time no other communications are recorded to the Honeypot! 
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Chart 2: Denial of Service 

 
Compare chart 2, above, with chart 1 from our previous Honeypot deployment.  

Keep in mind the scale on this chart (in terms of volume of traffic per time period) is twice 
that of chart 1.  The actual compromise may offer some insight as to why something like this 
may happen, and can be quite useful from an offensive information warfare perspective. 
 
Compromise: Although practically a total loss of communications could be considered a 
compromise due to the above DoS attack, we found the traffic patters return to normal after 
just over two hours.  This Honeypot was finally compromised by the W32.Gaobot worm 
which copies itself to the system’s OS installation directory (and in this case named itself 
msdef.exe and winhlpp32.exe – two infections). It then connects to an IRC server and listens 
for commands. By default, the worm will connect on ports 6,667 and 9,9008.  This particular 
worm takes advantage of the DCOM RPC vulnerability, outlined in Microsoft Security 
Bulletin MS03-026.  On the serious side, this worm can be commanded to force the host to 
perform a denial of service attack.  On the childish side, it can also open and close the host’s 
CD-ROM tray, as well as post the CD-Key for a number of popular computer games on an 
IRC channel. 
 

What does this have to do with the first noticed DoS attack?  From a strategic 
prospective, any computer with a particular vulnerability is open to attack.  Whoever exploits 
this vulnerability can take control of the host and do with it as they please.  Although most 
likely not what happened here (considering the time between the end of the DoS attack and 
the actual compromise) an offensive plan would shake out as such: 

1) Automated scanner identifies vulnerable host 
2) Scanner launches DoS attack against host (from other controlled host) 
3) DoS continues until determination is made to compromise host 
4) DoS attack ceases, host is compromised, vulnerability patched 

 

                                                 
8 W32.HLLW.Gaobot Worm, Kephyr, 
http://www.kephyr.com/spywarescanner/library/w32.hllw.gaobot.aa/index.phtml 
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Using this method, an intruder working to make a collection of ‘owned’ hosts needs only 
to make the determination that a vulnerable host is worth compromising.  Any identified 
potential hosts are held in the DoS attack so other intruders cannot compromise them.  
More specific data regarding this worm and compromise is found in Appendix B. 
 
Conclusions 
 

In the future Honeypots are going to become a critical weapon in a security 
professional’s arsenal. Honeypots have the ability to catch new hacker toolkits and scripts, 
and are able to reduce the effectiveness of these tools in the wild by allowing security 
practitioners the capability to analyze these new tools. As we know in the IT security field we 
have a viable arms race between the discovery and exploitation of vulnerabilities and 
patching those discovered vulnerabilities (in addition to developing strategic security 
mechanisms). Security professionals can use Honeypots to delay the time between when a 
vulnerability is found (or a new tool is created) and when that vulnerability is exploited by a 
malicious intruder. Also, security professionals can use Honeypots to develop better 
methods and skills by gaining invaluable knowledge from watching an actual attack in 
progress. 
  As previously noted, Honeypots can be very resource intensive to set up and 
operate, but still fun, instructive, and a terrific way to gain practical knowledge about a attack 
methods and potential motives for attack. Larry Spitzner once said when trying to defend 
against an unknown new form of attack, the best defense is an unknown new form of 
defense. 9

 Several commercial vendors make the process of setting up and configuring a 
honeypot less intensive. Commercial groups now offer high-powered honeypot packages 
which can simulate entire network segments on a single machine. Although applications 
such as PGP Security's CyberCop Sting and Recourse Technologies Manhunt typically 
require a dedicated host with substantial processing power and available memory. They can 
provide an elaborate environment to keep intruders very busy.10  
 Our experiments used personal machines and freely available software for data 
capture and analysis.  The most significant task posed to us was finding a strategic method to 
monitor, capture key strokes, log network activity, and log system activity of our Honeypots. 
In the end we accomplished these tasks by incorporating the use of both Snort and Ethereal, 
but what we really needed was a way to capture and filter the system logs of the Honeypot 
and transmit the data to a secure data store for analysis – solved by using Snort to export 
alerts to an external MySQL database. 
 Hopefully this paper has given you a starting point to understand the threat 
environment that currently exists in the open internet, and the risk posed to unprotected 
computers.  As our deployments have shown, you need to expect the unexpected, and 
protect your assets from a variety of threats.  

                                                 
9 Honeypots: “Tracking Hackers” by Lance Spitzner 
10 http://www.zdnet.com.au/news/security/0,2000061744,20106785-4,00.htm 
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Appendix A 
Win98SE – W32.Opaserv.Worm Compromise 

 
Symantec virus data: 
Virus Status: Infected! 
Your computer is infected with at least one known virus or Trojan horse. 
 
7334 files scanned, 11 file(s) infected on your disk drives. 
 
c:\WINDOWS\instit.bat is infected with W32.Opaserv.G.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\Brasil.exe is infected with W32.Opaserv.E.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\Brasil.pif is infected with W32.Opaserv.E.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\marco!.scr is infected with W32.Opaserv.G.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\speedy.pif is infected with W32.Opaserv.AD.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\speedy.bat is infected with W32.Opaserv.AD.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\puta!!.com is infected with W32.Opaserv.AD.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\natal.scr is infected with W32.Opaserv.AE.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\alevir.exe is infected with W32.Opaserv.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\speedy.scr is infected with W32.Opaserv.AD.Worm   
c:\WINDOWS\natal!.pif is infected with W32.Opaserv.Worm 

 
Sample Snort IDS alert data: 
 
[**] [1:615:5] SCAN SOCKS Proxy attempt [**] 
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2]  
02/22-23:58:31.218942 0:4:5A:22:5E:ED -> 0:1:2:7B:3A:E1 type:0x800 
len:0x3E 
206.204.10.210:2261 -> 192.168.1.102:1080 TCP TTL:112 TOS:0x0 ID:35784 
IpLen:20 DgmLen:48 DF 
******S* Seq: 0x882B4478  Ack: 0x0  Win: 0xFAF0  TcpLen: 28 
TCP Options (4) => MSS: 1322 NOP NOP SackOK  
[Xref => http://help.undernet.org/proxyscan/] 
 
 [**] [1:2003:2] MS-SQL Worm propagation attempt [**] 
[Classification: Misc Attack] [Priority: 2]  
02/23-06:33:21.294603 0:4:5A:22:5E:ED -> 0:1:2:7B:3A:E1 type:0x800 
len:0x1A2 
212.123.180.51:1052 -> 192.168.1.102:1434 UDP TTL:115 TOS:0x0 ID:22943 
IpLen:20 DgmLen:404 
Len: 376 
[Xref => http://vil.nai.com/vil/content/v_99992.htm][Xref => 
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/5311][Xref => 
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/5310] 
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Appendix B 
WinXP Pro – W32.HLLW.Gaobot Worm Compromise 

 

Symantec virus data: 
 
Virus Status: Infected! 
Your computer is infected with at least one known virus or Trojan horse. 
 
15748 files scanned, 3 file(s) infected on your disk drives. 
 
C:\WINDOWS\system32\msdef.exe is infected with W32.HLLW.Gaobot.gen 
C:\WINDOWS\system32\msdef.exe.poly is infected with W32.HLLW.Gaobot.gen 
C:\WINDOWS\system32\winhlpp32.exe is infected with W32.HLLW.Gaobot.gen 

 
 
TCPView Connections (post-infection): 
 

 
 
Notice: this particular worm begins to scan your private network address space for 
more vulnerable hosts. 
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Appendix C 
Snort IDS Configuration File 

### Network and Host Configuration 
var HOME_NET [192.168.1.100/16] 
var EXTERNAL_NET !$HOME_NET 
var DNS_SERVERS [192.168.1.100/16] 
var SMTP_SERVERS $HOME_NET 
var HTTP_SERVERS $HOME_NET 
var SQL_SERVERS $HOME_NET 
var TELNET_SERVERS $HOME_NET 
var SNMP_SERVERS $HOME_NET 
var HTTP_PORTS 80 
var ORACLE_PORTS 1521 
var AIM_SERVERS 
[64.12.24.0/24,64.12.25.0/24,64.12.26.14/24,64.12.28.0/24,64.12.29.0/24
,64.12.161.0/24,64.12.163.0/24,205.188.5.0/24,205.188.9.0/24] 
var SHELLCODE_PORTS !80 
var RULE_PATH c:\snort\rules 
 
### Preprocessor Configuration 
preprocessor frag2 
preprocessor stream4: detect_scans 
preprocessor stream4_reassemble: clientonly 
preprocessor rpc_decode: 111 32771 
preprocessor bo: -nobrute 
preprocessor telnet_decode 
preprocessor portscan: $HOME_NET 4 3 portscan.log 
preprocessor portscan-ignorehosts: $HOME_NET $DNS_SERVERS 
preprocessor conversation 
preprocessor portscan2: scanners_max 2, targets_max 1, target_limit 1, 
port_limit 4, timeout 3, log portscan2.log 
preprocessor portscan2-ignorehosts: $HOME_NET $DNS_SERVERS 
preprocessor flow: stats_interval 0 hash 2 
preprocessor http_inspect: global iis_unicode_map unicode.map 1252 
preprocessor http_inspect_server: server default profile all ports { 80 
8080 } 
 
### Output Configuration 
output alert_fast: alert.ids 
output database: log, mysql, user=snort password=snort123 dbname=snort 
host=127.0.0.1 port=3306 sensor_name=HOME-PC 
output database: alert, mysql, user=snort password=snort123 
dbname=snort host=127.0.0.1 port=3306 sensor_name=HOME-PC 
include classification.config 
 
### Rules Configuration 
include reference.config 
include $RULE_PATH/local.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/exploit.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/scan.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/finger.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/ftp.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/telnet.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/rpc.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/rservices.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/dos.rules 
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include $RULE_PATH/ddos.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/dns.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/tftp.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-cgi.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-coldfusion.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-iis.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-frontpage.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-misc.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-client.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-php.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/sql.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/x11.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/icmp.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/netbios.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/misc.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/attack-responses.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/oracle.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/mysql.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/snmp.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/smtp.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/imap.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/pop2.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/pop3.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/nntp.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/other-ids.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/web-attacks.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/backdoor.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/virus.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/chat.rules 
include $RULE_PATH/experimental.rules 
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